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Our Security,
Delivered Your Way
Security-as-a-Service Solutions
That Are Easier to Deploy, Manage, and Maintain
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Top 5 Reasons Customers
Should Partner with an MSSP
1. Limited security expertise and resources
2. Budget constraints
3. Lack of network visibility
4. IT infrastructure complexity
5. Adherence to compliance

WatchGuard MSSP Value Prop
PROGRAM
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible Payment Options
On-Demand Security
Extensive Training
Powerful Tools and Resources
Around-the-Clock Support

PRODUCT
•
•
•
•
•

One Vendor, Total Security
Packaged Security Suites
Simplified Management
Intelligent Protection
Actionable Visibility

ECOSYSTEM
• Upsell Integrated Solutions
• Bundled Solution Offerings
• Integrations with Common
MSP Services
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Top 5 Reasons MSSPs Should
Partner with WatchGuard
1. EASIER TO SELL – One platform, one SKU, total security.
2. EASIER TO DEPLOY – Remotely deploy and configure
multiple Firebox appliances.
3. EASIER TO MANAGE – Centralized management,
intuitive controls, and actionable visibility.
4. EASIER TO DO BUSINESS WITH – We equip partners
with everything you need for a successful partnership,
including technical, sales, and marketing support.
5. 100% CHANNEL, 100% OF THE TIME – We have always
been and always will be a channel-focused organization.
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PROGRAM
Flexible Payment Options

Partners can get started immediately with predictable, recurring
payments that eliminate the up-front costs of an annual contract.
In addition to our standard pricing options, partners can use
Pre-Pay Points to quickly allocate security services to managed
security appliances.

On-Demand Security

Partners can cater to their customers’ security needs by instantly
enabling pre-packaged security services.

Pause and Play

Partners can instantly enable or disable security services to meet
their customers’ evolving needs.

Distributed Investment

Partners can easily allocate their investment across multiple devices for multiple customers on a monthly basis.

One-Stop Resource

Access the WatchGuard Partner Portal to manage your customers’
service subscriptions, stay updated on the latest news, download
customizable marketing materials, view self-help technical documentation, and much more.

Expert Support

WatchGuard provides extensive training, exams, around-the-clock
technical support, and demo devices and environments so
partners can become the security expert.
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Our Security

Simplified Management

WatchGuard simplifies security management and maximizes efficiency with
easy-to-use, out-of-the-box tools that deliver centralized management,
multi-tenancy, and automation across the network, endpoints, and
Wi-Fi – whether it is a physical or virtual environment.

Intelligent Protection

WatchGuard offers the most comprehensive portfolio of security services,
from traditional intrusion prevention, gateway antivirus, application control,
spam prevention, and URL filtering, to more advanced services for prevention, detection, and response against evolving malware, ransomware, and
data breaches.

Actionable Visibility

WatchGuard equips MSSPs with data visibility and reporting tools that
uniquely identify and distill threats, issues, and trends across all their
customers networks. They can easily and quickly monitor, report, and troubleshoot using real-time, actionable insights – ensuring security,
performance, and compliance.
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Delivered Your Way
NETWORK
PHYSICAL

Simplified
Management
DEPLOY

MAINTAIN

UPGRADE

WI-FI

ENDPOINTS

TOTAL SECURITY

Intelligent
Protection
PREVENT

DETECT

VIRTUAL

Actionable
Visibility

RESPOND

MONITOR

REPORT

TROUBLESHOOT

Businesses require more than just hardware installation, technical
support, and threat prevention. They need total security and
peace-of-mind with proactive and corrective security services.
WatchGuard equips MSSPs with a complete portfolio of security
solutions, including a simplified management platform, intelligent
protection against all types of threats, and complete visibility
across their customers’ IT infrastructures.
This enables businesses without the required in-house
resources and expertise to stay ahead of the rapidly evolving
threat landscape.
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Our Security

Simplified
Management

MSSP Needs
• Quick and efficient security deployments across multiple
customer locations
• Manage multiple customer accounts and devices
• Manage multiple configurations and security settings
• Automated software and firmware upgrades
• Manage customer contracts and security service
subscriptions
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Delivered Your Way
Deploy
WatchGuard enables MSSPs to remotely deploy security across multiple
locations with RapidDeploy - a powerful, cloud-based deployment
and configuration tool that comes standard with WatchGuard Firebox
appliances. All they have to do is power up the appliance and connect it
to the Internet. The rest can be taken care of remotely using templated
configurations.

Maintain
WatchGuard System Manager (WSM) and Dimension Command enable
MSSPs to centrally manage their customers’ security. WSM allows for both
online and offline policy management with the ability to automatically
apply tenant-based policy templates. Quickly configure Branch Office
VPN tunnels using an intuitive drag and drop setup process, and make
one-touch configuration or firmware updates. WatchGuard Wi-Fi Cloud
and Threat Detection and Response provide multi-tenant, cloud-based
management with no infrastructure requirements.

Upgrade
WatchGuard’s single Fireware OS and its compatibility with all Firebox
models makes it easy for MSSPs to keep their customers’ security current.
Additionally, WatchGuard provides automatic updates to signatures
(GAV, IPS, DLP, App Control, and Botnet Detection), easy-to-install
software updates, and new hardware and security appliances upgrades,
while making it easy for MSSPs to introduce new security services.
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Our Security

Intelligent
Protection

MSSP Needs
• Secure both physical and virtual environments, including
wired and wireless networks, from malicious attacks

• Protect data across multiple applications and resources
• Provide proactive security services against emerging threats
• Instantly identify advanced security threats
• Immediately take actions to remediate threats
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Delivered Your Way
Prevent
WatchGuard’s Security Services enable MSSPs to provide layered threat
prevention that shuts down targeted attacks, with a focus on staying
ahead of emerging threats. Intelligent prevention mechanisms deliver
powerful defenses against advanced malware, including viruses,
trojans, worms, spyware, rogueware, ransomware, and other
sophisticated attacks.

Detect
MSSPs can leverage WatchGuard’s Security Services to quickly and effectively detect threats from the network, endpoints, and Wi-Fi environments
with actionable dashboards and alerts. WatchGuard’s correlation and
threat intelligence feeds provide real-time insight into their customers’
security for efficient response and remediation.

Respond
MSSPs can take immediate actions to mitigate known threats and
zero-day attacks, whether they are on their customers’ network, endpoints, or wireless environments. By setting polices, automated and
custom remediation actions can be taken on the endpoints depending
on threat scores. Using WatchGuard’s comprehensive reporting solutions,
MSSPs can respond to the latest compliance requirements.
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Our Security

Actionable
Visibility

MSSP Needs
• Ensure adherence to compliance
• Instantly identify gaps across networks,
infrastructures and applications
• Deliver measurable quality of service
• Log and report events and actions
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Delivered Your Way
Monitor
MSSPs gain deep insight into what and who is connected to their
customers’ networks, as well as the applications being used. These
insights not only help safeguard resources, but also illuminate trouble
spots and potential weaknesses, while helping to remediate areas of
concern. Using visual dashboards ranging from executive-level views
to comprehensive detailed analysis, MSSPs can effectively monitor
and proactively identify threats, including security vulnerabilities and
network efficiency issues.

Report
MSSPs can choose from over 100 pre-built reports that provide both
summary and detailed information that demonstrate compliance,
network usage, security trends, engagement and user analytics, service
value, and much more. These reports can be automatically generated and
scheduled per customer requirements with customized branding.

Troubleshoot
MSSPs can quickly troubleshoot issues within networks, devices, and
remote users by means of audit and log information available in consolidated visual formats. With automated alerts that are configurable for
every WatchGuard device and security service, MSSPs are fully aware of
their customers’ security needs and can provide proactive troubleshooting before a customer even encounters a problem.
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MSSP Needs
• Interoperability of multiple vendor
solutions
• Address innovative use cases
• Increase revenue by delivering a
combination of value-added solutions
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ECOSYSTEM
Bundled Offerings

Partners can attach and upsell out-of-the-box product integrations, including multi-factor authentication, SIEM platforms,
cloud applications, and much more.

Common MSP Management Products

Remote monitoring management and professional services
automation integrations enable partners to automate business
workflows, consolidate management, and effectively measure
and report on their service level agreements.

Validated and Documented

Each technology integration comes with a fully documented
integration guide that includes steps and procedures for
easy setup. All integrations are readily available at no
additional cost.

Learn more: www.watchguard.com/techpartners
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How to Become a
WatchGuardONE MSSP Partner
www.watchguard.com/mssp

Get the Resources
MSSP Brochures
MSSP Infographics
MSSP Presentations
MSSP eBooks
MSSP Sales Playbooks
MSSP Integration Collateral
MSSP Product Solution Briefs

www.watchguard.com/mssp-resources

Global Headquarters
United States
Tel: +1.206.613.6600
Email: sales@watchguard.com

European Headquarters
The Netherlands
Tel: +31(0)70.711.20.85
Email: sales-benelux@watchguard.com

APAC & SEA Headquarters
Singapore
Tel: +65.3163.3992
Email: inquiry.sea@watchguard.com
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